TOXIC JEWELRY SAMPLES

Andrea Bijoux
Le Belle Merchandise
Peer JS
Seven Star
Sun’s Trading
“Accessory” black hand necklace pendant (UPC: 88010) ANDREA BIJOUX
“Fashion Jewelry” neon flower earrings (UPC: ER-A-120825)

ANDREA BIJOUX
Gold hoop earrings (UPC: ER-A-120609)
ANDREA BIJOUX
Hair clamp with decorative gems, various colors (UPC: SH843)
LE BELLE MERCHANDISE
Big bow clip with beads, various colors (UPC: 716670589577)
LE BELLE MERCHANDISE
Glitter bobby pins, various colors (UPC: AEI-10E22)
LE BELLE MERCHANDISE
Bobby pins, various colors (UPC: AEI-10E22)
LE BELLE MERCHANDISE
Hello Kitty belly button jewelry, various colors (UPC: MP-2600)
LE BELLE MERCHANDISE
Flower belly button jewelry, various colors (UPC: MP-2609)
LE BELLE MERCHANDISE
Gold chain necklace with gems (UPC: Unknown)
LE BELLE MERCHANDISE
"Princess Collection" pearl bracelet, necklace, and earring set
(UPC: Unknown)
"Melody" pink necklace with plastic hearts and metal rainbow charm (UPC: NKK0032)  PEER JS
"Melody" metal hair clip with plastic heart and bow (UPC: Unknown)
"Fashion Jewelry" drop down hair clip with fabric flowers and plastic beads (UPC: Unknown)
"Melody" pink fabric necklace with metal cupcake charm
(UPC: NK7780)   PEER JS
"Melody" metal hair clip with 5-petal plastic flower
(UPC: TC6641)
"Melody" metal hair clip with cherries (UPC: Unknown)
PEER JS
"Melody" hat earring set (UPC: ER20525P)

PEER JS
"Melody" metal bracelet set; various colors (UPC: BK509) 
PEER JS
"Melody" metal hair clip with plastic teddy bear
(UPC: Unknown)  PEER JS
"Melody" metal hair clip with fabric petals (UPC: TCK0036P)

PEER JS
“Melody" green fabric necklace with metal rainbow charm
(UPC: NK7782)
Melody" metal hair clip with plastic bow and flower (UPC: Unknown)  PEER JS
Silver bracelet with silver gems (UPC: BR2015SS)
SEVEN STAR FASHION ACCESSORY
“Kimberly C” happy face hair tie (UPC: RB2201)
SUN’S TRADING
“Fashion Jewelry” miniature silver colored metal hair clips with glass gems (UPC: JC592) SUN’S TRADING
Black elastic headband with double fabric flowers and plastic stamen beads (UPC: Unknown)
Large fabric and tulle flower hair clip with plastic stamen beads (UPC: Unknown)